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you create a detailed
database of your slot car

collection and also you can
generate inventory reports

displayed as HTML web
pages. You can save

details about each car in
your collection, such as:

catalog and model,
acquisition date, or motor

types and chassis
information. Slot Cars 2000

was designed to create
detailed inventories of slot
car collections, but it can
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also be used to inventory
metal die-cast collections
or Mattel Hot Wheels and
Matchboxes. Actually any

type of model car
collection can be

inventoried. Several
inventory reports can be

generated and printed, an
option is also included to

print lists of items for sale.
Slot Cars 2000 includes a

sample inventory database
to fully illustrate how slot
cars and other model car
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collections can be
inventoried using this easy-
to-use program. Slot Cars
2000 Screenshots: FAQ's:

1) Does Slot Cars 2000 also
work for plastic model

cars? Yes. The database
can also be used for plastic

model car collections. 2)
Can I add my own ID

number to my cars? Yes.
First of all, there is a

default ID field in your
database. 3) Can I add

holes to my chassis? Yes.
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An option is included to
assign a chassis to a part

of a model, and printing an
inventory report may

include the chassis names.
4) Can I add my own

chassis parts? Yes. There
are no limits to the types

of parts. They can be
assigned directly from the

database, they can be
images, they can be text
and they can be linked to

other parts in your
database. If you save an
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image that you want to use
as a chassis part, it

appears in the "Chassis
Overview" window. You
can save the image in

JPEG, GIF, or BMP format.
5) How can I find a part's

information? The parts that
are assigned to a chassis

can be found in the "Parts"
window. Once there, the

part is listed in
alphabetical order by part
number. Part numbers that

have icons can be
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expanded to provide a bit
more information about
the part. For example, it

may show the part number
and part name, or a brief
description. 6) How do I

add a part to a new
chassis? When adding a

chassis to the

Slot Cars 2000 Torrent (Activation Code) [Mac/Win]

The slotcars2000.com site
states that a 'Slot Cars

2000 Cracked Version is a
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database management
system created to store

details about the cars you
own. The system can be

used to record all the
details about your
collection, with a

graphically designed and
easy-to-use interface. Once

the system has been
installed it will enable you
to enter all the information

about your collection
without having to manually

enter all the information
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from scratch every time.'
When talking about the

database system, we could
say that this application

offers the following
advantages: -- Multiple

acquisition dates. This is
one of the first tools in a

slot car collection
inventory that allows you
to enter information about
multiple acquisition dates
at the same time. This is a
nice feature that not many
other inventory software
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are able to offer. -- Multiple
motor types. Slot Cars

2000 Crack Keygen can
also allow you to enter

multiple motor types at the
same time. This feature is

very useful if you have
different motor types in

your collection, like if you
have some diecast cars,
classic cars and some

Matchbox cars in a
collection. -- Name tags.

The naming tags are easy
and quick to fill out and
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add to the database. --
Serial and part numbers.

One of the first system that
can allow you to enter and
record serial numbers and

part numbers for parts.
The list of options that the
program has to input the
serial and part numbers

can be very useful. --
Catalogs and chassis. Slot
Cars 2000 2022 Crack is
able to store the catalog

number and chassis
information for each of
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your cars in your
collection. -- Condition.

This is a feature that is not
very common in other

inventory software. The
system can keep track of

the condition of each car or
part. It does not record the
mileage for example, but

can allow you to store
information on the

condition of the chassis,
the motor, or any other

part that makes up the car.
If a part falls apart, you will
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know if this is a first time
problem or if it happened

in a previous run. --
Manufacturers and models.
The program has an option
that allows you to record
the manufacturers and

model name for each car.
-- Acquisitions and sales.

The program is also able to
save the details of all the

acquisitions and sales that
have happened to each car

over the lifetime of the
model. -- You can share
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your database with your
friends. If you b7e8fdf5c8
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Slot Cars 2000 Crack + Free

Slot Cars 2000 is an
application that can help
you create a detailed
database of your slot car
collection and also you can
generate inventory reports
displayed as HTML web
pages. You can save
details about each car in
your collection, such as:
catalog and model,
acquisition date, or motor
types and chassis
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information. Slot Cars 2000
was designed to create
detailed inventories of slot
car collections, but it can
also be used to inventory
metal die-cast collections
or Mattel Hot Wheels and
Matchboxes. Actually any
type of model car
collection can be
inventoried. Several
inventory reports can be
generated and printed, an
option is also included to
print lists of items for sale.
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Slot Cars 2000 includes a
sample inventory database
to fully illustrate how slot
cars and other model car
collections can be
inventoried using this easy-
to-use program. Slot Cars
2000 (1999) Slot Cars 2000
is an application that can
help you create a detailed
database of your slot car
collection and also you can
generate inventory reports
displayed as HTML web
pages. You can save
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details about each car in
your collection, such as:
catalog and model,
acquisition date, or motor
types and chassis
information. Slot Cars 2000
was designed to create
detailed inventories of slot
car collections, but it can
also be used to inventory
metal die-cast collections
or Mattel Hot Wheels and
Matchboxes. Actually any
type of model car
collection can be
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inventoried. Several
inventory reports can be
generated and printed, an
option is also included to
print lists of items for sale.
Slot Cars 2000 includes a
sample inventory database
to fully illustrate how slot
cars and other model car
collections can be
inventoried using this easy-
to-use program. Slot Cars
2000 (1999) Slot Cars 2000
is an application that can
help you create a detailed
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database of your slot car
collection and also you can
generate inventory reports
displayed as HTML web
pages. You can save
details about each car in
your collection, such as:
catalog and model,
acquisition date, or motor
types and chassis
information. Slot Cars 2000
was designed to create
detailed inventories of slot
car collections, but it can
also be used to inventory
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metal die-cast collections
or Mattel Hot Wheels and
Matchboxes. Actually any
type of model car
collection can be
inventoried. Several
inventory reports can be
generated and printed, an
option is also included to
print lists of items for sale.
Slot Cars 2000 includes a
sample inventory

What's New in the?
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Slot Cars 2000 is the
program that can help you:
-Collect all the information
about your slot car
collections as efficiently as
possible -Create detailed
lists of all the models in
your collection and save
them in a searchable
database -View and print
detailed lists about your
cars -Print and save
detailed reports of all the
inventories, always
showing the available cars
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in one line at a time.
-Create a simple software
shop website to display
your inventory -Create a
simple sales report to print
out the items you wish to
offer for sale Features:
-Create detailed database
of your slot car collection
-Create detailed lists of all
the models in your
collection -View and print
detailed reports of all the
inventories -Generate
HTML web pages with
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pictures, and export them
to your web server -Print
and save detailed reports
of all the inventories,
always showing the
available cars in one line at
a time. -Create a simple
software shop website to
display your inventory.
-Create a simple sales
report to print out the
items you wish to offer for
sale -Generates inventories
of die-cast and Hot Wheels
collections -Generates
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inventories of Matchbox
collections -Generates list
of all the models by brand
for your die-cast and Hot
Wheels collection
-Generates lists of
available cars by model for
your Hot Wheels and
Matchbox collections
-Generate inventories of
Mattel Hot Wheels
-Generate reports of your
inventory by model and
optionally by size.
-Generate reports of your
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inventory by chassis and
optionally by size.
-Generate reports of your
inventory by chassis and
optionally by model.
-Generate reports of your
inventory by model,
chassis and size. -Generate
reports of your inventory
by chassis, size and model.
-Generate reports of your
inventory by size, model
and chassis. -Generate
reports of your inventory
by size, model and chassis.
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-Generate reports of your
inventory by chassis,
model, year and size.
-Generate reports of your
inventory by chassis, size,
model, year and engine.
-Generate reports of your
inventory by chassis, size,
model, year and engine.
-Generate reports of your
inventory by chassis, size,
model, year and parts.
-Generate reports of your
inventory by chassis, size,
model, year and parts.
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-Generate reports of your
inventory by chassis
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System Requirements For Slot Cars 2000:

OS: Windows 7, 8, or 10
(64-bit). Windows 7, 8, or
10 (64-bit). Processor: Intel
Core i5 (2.4 GHz) or
equivalent Intel Core i5
(2.4 GHz) or equivalent
RAM: 8 GB 8 GB Graphics:
Nvidia GeForce GTX 460 or
equivalent; AMD Radeon
HD 4850 or equivalent
Nvidia GeForce GTX 460 or
equivalent; AMD Radeon
HD 4850 or equivalent
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DirectX: Version 11 Version
11 Storage: 1 GB available
space 1 GB available space
Network
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